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  Timers with coin-token acceptor for SHOWERS
CT10w, CT20w
EUR 507.00 (art. 187-10)       Size: H26x22,5x14cm.

Models with useful display of information: cost of service, remaining time,
etc.
Programmable parameters: delayed start, pause for lathering, end of
service notice, etc.

Available models:
CT10w - for 1 shower
CT20w - for 2 showers

S U G G E S T E D
SPORTS

CT40w, CT60w
EUR 720.00 (art. 187-40)       Size: H26x22,5x14cm.

Models with useful display of information: cost of service, remaining time,
etc.
Programmable parameters: delayed start, pause for lathering, end of
service notice, etc.

Available models:
CT40w - for 4 showers
CT60w - for 6 showers

S U G G E S T E D
SPORTS

  Timers with RFID prepaid cards reader for SHOWERS
CT02
EUR 255.00 (art. 182-02)       Size: 16x12xH7,5cm.

Timers with RFID readers for payment via prepaid cards and other RFID
TAGs.
Programmable parameters: duration of service, cost of service,
accumulation of time, pause of service, warning of end of service, totalizer
with zeroing option, etc.
For outdoor use, resistant to bad weather (IP56).

Available models:
CT02 - for 1 service/shower

S U G G E S T E D
SPORTS

  Timers with coin-token acceptor and RFID prepaid cards reader forSHOWERS
CT11w, CT21w
EUR 567.00 (art. 187-11)       Size: H26x22,5x14cm.

Timers with coin/token acceptor and RFID reader for payment via coins
or tokens, prepaid cards and other RFID TAGs; comes with graphic
display for showing useful information: cost of service, remaining time, etc.

Programmable parameters: delayed start, pause for lathering, end of
service notice, etc.

Available models:
CT11w - for 1 shower
CT21w - for 2 showers

S U G G E S T E D
SPORTS

CT41w, CT61w
EUR 767.00 (art. 187-41)       Size: H26x22,5x14cm.

Timers with coin/token acceptor and RFID reader for payment via coins
or tokens, prepaid cards and other RFID TAGs; comes with graphic
display for showing useful information: cost of service, remaining time, etc.
Programmable parameters: delayed start, pause for lathering, end of
service notice, etc.

Available models:
CT41w - for 4 showers
CT61w - for 6 showers

S U G G E S T E D
SPORTS

  ACCESSORIES



CARDWRITER-01
EUR 259.00 (art. 193-01)       Size: 13,2x8,9x15,7cm.

 TAGS RFID Programmer (prepaid cards, wristbands and key rings) for CTx
series timers.

S U G G E S T E D
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